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The Kids First! Films at Images Cinema
- January 17, 2007
Saturday, February 10, starting at 10 am Images Cinema will screen shorts
BLOCK PARTY and BIG TOP WINKLE, and the feature-length FLICKA. Images
Cinema is located at 50 Spring Street, Williamstown. Admission is $2. Any
questions about this program can be directed to Janet Curran, 413-458-1039.
Images Cinema’s presentations of Kids First! will continue on a monthly basis
through the following months. The Kids First! Film Club is a project of the
Coalition for Quality Children’s Media (CQCM), and the content of Kid’s First
programs are free of gratuitous violence, bias, or inappropriate sexual content.
BLOCK PARTY (ages 4-8, 4 minutes) Behind closed doors and in the confines
of the children's bedroom, wooden alphabet blocks magically come to life.
Dancing around to the classical musical sounds of Mozart's 'Turkish March,' a
simple love story unfolds.
BIG TOP WINKLE (ages 5-12, 37 minutes) Journeying along the railroad
tracks, Mr. Winkle (a real dog!) arrives in the mythical town of Waggsville. He
innocently upstages a ragtag gypsy circus. Each member of the desperate circus
troop attempts to capture and exploit Mr. Winkle, but he continually alludes
them in hilarious and surprising ways. Mr. Winkle has been the subject of
various calendars and books, and has appeared on Sex and the City.
FLICKA (ages 8-15, 95 minutes) In this contemporary motion picture
adaptation of Mary O'Hara's beloved novel My Friend Flicka, 16-year-old Katy
McLaughlin (Alison Lohman) dreams of fulfilling her family legacy by working on
her father's ranch in modern-day Wyoming. But Katy's father wants more for
her, insisting that Katy go to college. Katy finds a wild mustang, which she
names Flicka, and sets out to make her a riding horse. But Flicka and Katy are
more alike than she could have imagined. Like Katy, Flicka has a disdain for
authority and is not about to give up her freedom without a fight.
One of the few year-round single-screen nonprofit cinemas left in the country,
Images Cinema is ever expanding its programming to meet the educational and
cultural needs of the community, while maintaining its dedication to quality
independent film. Images Cinema is supported in part by the Massachusetts
Cultural Council, a state agency. Current happenings are listed at
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